#PCE

belt drive series

portable Electric Pressure Washers

BullDogPRO™ Water Blasters are the toughest pressure washers on the market, built
specifically for the most demanding applications. Powered by ultra reliable industrial duty
electric motors, all our water blasters feature premium safety control systems, beefy
pumps plumbed for reliability and long term low cost. For serious commercial / industrial
cleaning, you need serious equipment… There’s only one choice… the BullDogPRO™.

5

Year Pump
Warranty

24 volt Controls are available in wide variety…
Low-Water shutdown, Bypass-Overheat shutdown,
Security-Key switch, Remote-Controls, and Auto-Start-Stop.
All are wired for Serviceability, Reliability, Abusability, Safety,
They include easy-access test-points, fuses on all circuits,
and Simplistic, Beefy, Color-coded wiring… because we care.

Reliable, easy-starting
industrial duty electric motors
run ultra quiet & provide
years of hassle free service.

All BullDogPRO™ frames and
hose reel brackets are
sandblasted, primed and
powder coated for the look
and durability you want.

All electrical units are wired
for safety with heavy duty
GFI protected power cords

Industrial-grade, heavy duty
tri-plunger pump systems with
forged brass head, oil-bath
and ceramic pistons for
super long life.

solid rubber wheels are
standard on the 15 and 20
Hp systems.
They are
optional on the smaller units

These systems are also available with
hose reels, and in stationary mount
frame versions.

Distributed By:

60” Extended Bypass Loop
eliminates overheating and keeps
pump running cool for extended
pump life.

Premium “clear-bowl” filter to
protect pump from damaging
debris in the water.

MODEL

GPM

PSI

HP

SHIP WT.

PCE 6-2000
PCE 4-3000
PCE 3-4000
PCE 7-2000
PCE 4-3500
PCE 4-4000
PCE 5-4000
PCE 5-5000
PCE 7-4000
PCE 6-5000
PCE 4-7000

5.4
3.6
2.7
7.0
4.0
3.6
5.0
4.5
7.0
5.7
3.9

2000
3000
4000
2000
3500
4000
4000
5000
4000
5000
7000

7.5
7.5
7.5
10
10
10
15
15
20
20
20

125 lbs
125 lbs
125 lbs
250 lbs
250 lbs
250 lbs
275 lbs
300 lbs
325 lbs
350 lbs
375 lbs

BullDogPRO water blasters are another quality product mfr. by…
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